
Cosmology, Galaxy Formation and Astropartile Physison the pathway to the SKAKl�okner, H.-R., Jarvis, M. & Rawlings, S. (eds.)April 10th-12th 2006, Oxford, United KingdomMagneti �elds in star-forming galaxies at low and high redshiftsRainer BekMax-Plank-Institut f�ur Radioastronomie, Auf dem H�ugel 69, 53121 Bonn, GermanyAbstrat. Magneti �elds in nearby galaxies are ampli�ed and strutured by ompressing and shearing gas ows andby dynamo ation. Large-sale oherent �elds an be expeted in young galaxies after several 108yr, while turbulentows and small-sale dynamos an generate turbulent magneti �elds on the timesale of the �rst supernovaexplosions. Frequent interations and ram pressure in the early Universe produed strong anisotropi �elds. Distant,unresolved galaxies are expeted to be polarized in radio ontinuum and will be ideal soures for the SKA all-skysurvey of Faraday rotation measures. Models of magneti �eld evolution in galaxies are required to investigate therelation of total radio ontinuum emission to the star-formation rate.1. IntrodutionThe Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will allow to detetradio ontinuum emission from star-forming galaxies outto redshifts of at least 3. At frequenies � 10 GHz theradio ontinuum from spiral galaxies is dominated bysynhrotron emission. The SKA will provide informationabout magneti �eld generation and osmi-ray aelera-tion as a funtion of galaxy age.Polarized synhrotron emission from young star-forming galaxies may serve as bakground soures for mea-surements of Faraday rotation measures (RM) in the inter-vening media. The SKA Key Siene Projet \The originand evolution of osmi magnetism" will perform an all-sky RM survey to model the three-dimensional strutureand strength of the magneti �elds in the intergalatimedium (IGM) and the interstellar medium (ISM) of in-tervening galaxies and of the Milky Way (Gaensler et al.2004). Simulation of the polarized sky is one of the tasks ofthe EU-funded SKA Design Study (SKADS) and will de-rive onstraints on the SKA design onerning sensitivityand purity of polarization observations.In this paper our present knowledge on magneti �eldsin nearby star-forming galaxies is summarized and expe-tations for distant, young galaxies are disussed.2. Radio ontinuum and star formationThe orrelation between radio and far-infrared (FIR) lu-minosities of star-forming galaxies is one of the tightestorrelations known in astrophysis. It extends over morethan �ve orders of magnitude (Bell 2003) and is validto redshifts of 1{3 (Garrett 2002, Appleton et al. 2004,Kov�as et al. 2006). The slope of this orrelation for pureradio synhrotron emission, at frequenies below about1 GHz, is 1.2{1.3 (Fitt et al. 1988, Prie & Duri 1992,Hughes et al. 2006) and slightly atter (1.1) for a mix-ture of synhrotron and thermal emission at frequenies� 10 GHz (Niklas 1997). The orrelation also holds forblue ompat and low-surfae brightness galaxies (Chy_zyet al. 2006b) for whih thermal emission dominates at fre-

quenies beyond ' 5 GHz. A radio exess is observed inNGC 2276 (Hummel & Bek 1995) and for galaxies in theinner part of the Virgo luster (Niklas et al. 1995) wheremagneti �elds are ompressed by ram pressure. A radiode�it was found in a few galaxies with very reent star-bursts (Roussel et al. 2003).The radio{infrared orrelation also holds loally withingalaxies, between the radio intensity and mid-infrared in-tensity at 7�m or 15�m or the far{infrared intensity at60�m, with slopes of 0.7{0.9 (Walsh et al. 2002, Vogler etal. 2005, Hughes et al. 2006). In NGC 6946 the waveletross-orrelation oeÆient is high at all spatial salesdown to 400 p (Frik et al. 2001). In the LMC, wherethe observations had suÆiently high spatial resolution,the orrelation breaks down below a sale of about 50 p(Hughes et al. 2006).The physial bakground of the relation is hardly un-derstood. Energeti photons from massive stars ause in-frared and thermal radio emission. Cosmi rays, respon-sible for synhrotron emission, are most probably aeler-ated in supernova remnants. To ahieve an almost linearorrelation between the total nonthermal radio luminosityand the supernova rate, the magneti �eld strength eitherhas to be almost onstant between galaxies (e.g. Condon1992), whih is an unphysial assumption, or the mag-neti �elds plays no role due to strong synhrotron lossesof the osmi-ray eletrons (as in the alorimeter model,V�olk 1989) whih, however, annot explain the loal orre-lation observed within galaxies. Assuming optially thikdust, energy equipartition between magneti �eld osmirays and that the magneti �elds are oupled to the densegas louds, Niklas & Bek (1997) derived a nonlinear sal-ing of radio ontinuum emission with star-formation rate,and global and loal orrelations with a slope of about1.3. Related models for optially thin dust were proposedby Helou & Biay (1993) and Hoernes et al. (1998), wherethe slope of the orrelation depends on several parametersand an also be smaller than 1.One of the main questions of osmology with the SKAis whether the radio{infrared orrelation still holds for
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Fig. 1. Total emission (ontours) and B{vetors of polarizedemission of the spiral galaxy M 51, ombined from data at4.8 GHz observed with the VLA and E�elsberg telesopes.Vetor lengths are proportional to the polarization intensity(from Flether et al., in prep.)young galaxies in the early Universe, i.e. whether the ra-dio ux of a distant galaxy an be used as a measure ofits star-formation rate. This question ritially dependson the evolution of galati magneti �elds (see Set. 6).3. Magneti �elds in nearby galaxiesThe average strength of the total �eld in the plane of thesky an be derived from the total radio synhrotron in-tensity, the strength of the resolved oherent regular �eldand anisotropi random �eld from the polarized intensity,if energy-density equipartition between osmi rays andmagneti �elds is assumed (Bek & Krause 2005). Themean equipartition strength of the total �eld for a sam-ple of 74 spiral galaxies is ' 9 �G (Niklas 1995). Radio-faint galaxies like M31 and M33 have ' 6 �G, while' 15 �G is typial for grand-design galaxies like M51,M83 and NGC 6946. In the prominent spiral arms of M51the total �eld strength is ' 30 �G (Flether et al. 2004)along the prominent dust lanes (Fig. 1). The strongest�elds in spiral galaxies were found in starburst galaxieslike M 82 with ' 50 �G strength (Klein et al. 1988)and the \Antennae" (Chy_zy & Bek 2004), and in nulearstarburst regions with 50-100 �G (Bek et al. 2004). Theenergy density of the magneti �eld Emagn (assuming en-ergy density equipartition) in spiral galaxies is generallyone order of magnitude larger than that of the ionized gasEth, but similar to that of the turbulent gas motions.The strengths of the resolved regular and anisotropirandom �elds in spiral galaxies (observed with a spatialresolution of a few 100 p) are typially 1{5 �G. In most

galaxies, the regular �elds are strongest between the op-tial arms, sometimes forming magneti spiral arms withridge lines between the optial arms, like in NGC 6946with ' 10 �G strength (Bek & Hoernes 1996). Withinthe spiral arms the regular �elds are generally weak.Compression by the strong density waves of M51 at theinner edge of the inner spiral arms generates anisotropi�elds of ' 15 �G strength (Flether et al. 2004, Fig. 1).The B{vetors of polarized emission form spiral pat-terns, in spiral galaxies, in oulent and in several brightirregular galaxies (see examples shown in Bek 2005). Themagneti �elds in spiral galaxies run almost parallel to thespiral arms. In M 51 (Fig. 1) the �eld orientation variesby 10Æ{20Æ around the pith angles of the spiral arms astraed by CO emission (Patrikeev et al. 2006).In galaxies with massive bars the total radio intensityis strongest in the region of the dust lanes by ompres-sion in the bar's shok. However, the ontrast in polarizedintensity is muh smaller, probably the result of a deou-pling of the regular �eld from the dense moleular louds(Bek et al. 2005). The regular �eld around bars is prob-ably strong enough to resist to be sheared by the di�usegas, indiating that magneti fores an ontrol the owof the di�use interstellar gas at kiloparse sales.Edge-on galaxies possess thik radio disks of about2 kp sale height (Krause 2003). The mean sale heightof the total magneti �eld is ' 8 kp (in ase of equipar-tition between the energy densities of magneti �eld andosmi rays). The �eld's sale height may even be largerif osmi rays originate from star-forming regions in theplane and are not re-aelerated in the halo, so that theeletrons lose their energy beyond some height. The orien-tations of the �eld near the midplane are mainly parallelto the disk, but with inreasing vertial omponents withinreasing distane from the midplane (T�ullmann et al.2000, Krause et al.2006). If star formation in the disk isvery strong, the vertial �eld an be dominant, as in theentral part of NGC 4631 (Krause 2003). Several magnetispurs are onneted to star-forming regions in the disk ofNGC 4631 (Golla & Hummel 1994).Present-day polarization observations are limited bysensitivity at high resolution. The best available spatialresolution is 10 p in the LMC (Gaensler et al. 2005).The SKA will have muh improved sensitivities and allowto study magneti �elds in galaxies at angular resolutionsmore than 10� better than today (Bek & Gaensler 2004).4. Faraday rotation and dynamo modelsFaraday rotation is a signature of oherent regular �elds,and the sense of Faraday rotation reveals the diretionof the �eld. Only dynamos are able to generate magneti�elds with large-sale oherene. Compression or shear-ing of turbulent �elds by gas ows generates anisotropirandom �elds. These are inoherent and reverse diretionfrequently within the telesope beam, so that Faraday ro-tation is small while the degree of polarization an still be



Rainer Bek: Magneti �elds in star-forming galaxies at low and high redshiftshigh (polarization angles are insensitive to �eld reversalsin the sky plane).\Mean-�eld" dynamos require turbulent helial gasows and large-sale di�erential rotation. They generatelarge-sale oherent �eld strutures whih are desribed asmodes of di�erent azimuthal, radial and vertial symme-tries (Bek et al. 1996). Several modes an be exited. Inat disks with axisymmetri gas distribution and smoothrotation, the strongest mode is the axisymmetri spiralone (m = 0), followed by m = 1 (a bisymmetri spiral�eld), et. These modes an be identi�ed by Fourier anal-ysis of their spei� azimuthal patterns of Faraday rota-tion measures (RM) (Krause 1990). The SKA will allowdetailed tests of galati dynamo models (Bek 2006).M 31 and possibly the LMC host dominating axisym-metri �elds (Berkhuijsen et al. 2003, Gaensler et al.2005). The magneti arms observed in NGC 6946 an bedesribed as a superposition of an axisymmetri m = 0and a quadrisymmetri m = 2 mode (Rohde et al. 1999).However, for most of about 20 nearby galaxies for whihRM data are available, no dominating magneti modesould be reliably determined (Bek 2000). In M 51 theanisotropi random �eld is stronger than the oherent reg-ular �eld, due to shearing and ompressing in the strongdensity wave ow (Flether et al., in prep).5. Magneti �elds in galaxies at large redshiftsOur present knowledge on magneti �elds in distant star-forming galaxies is very limited. Radio synhrotron emis-sion and hene magneti �elds are observed in galaxiesout to redshifts of 3 (Ivison et al. 2005). As the radio{FIR orrelation holds to the same distanes, the magneti�elds in young galaxies are similarly strong with respetto their star-formation rate ompared to nearby galaxies.Whether this holds still at larger redshifts has to be in-vestigated (see Set. 6).The magneti �eld struture annot be observed di-retly in distant galaxies due to the lak of resolutionwith present-day telesopes. If a galaxy happens to beon the line of sight towards an extended polarized bak-ground soure, Faraday rotation (RM) within its ISM anbe measured. Kronberg et al. (1992) derived a few RMvalues of a galaxy at z = 0:395 towards the bakgroundquasar PKS1229-021 and proposed a bisymmetri stru-ture in the galaxy with a regular �eld strength of a few �G.A Faraday depolarization silhouette by the nearby spiralgalaxy NGC 1310 was found by Fomalont et al. (1989)against the giant radio galaxy Fornax A. These resultsindiate the future possibilities with the SKA.The magneti �eld struture in galaxies depends onthe following proesses: dynamo ation (Set. 6), shear-ing or ompressing gas ows (Set. 6), star formation,ram pressure by the surrounding IGM, and interations.Galaxies in the early Universe were smaller, the IGM den-sity was higher, and they were subjet to more frequentinterations and starbursts. Studying the polarized radioemission from nearby galaxies with signs of interations or

Fig. 2. Polarized emission (ontours) and B{vetors of the spi-ral galaxy NGC 4569, observed at 4.8 GHz with the E�elsberg100-m telesope. Vetor lengths are proportional to the polar-ization degree (from Chy_zy et al. 2006a)starbursts may give some idea about galaxies in the earlyUniverse.Ram pressure by a dense IGM ompresses the mag-neti �eld and leads to a highly regular or anisotropi�elds, observable as strong polarized emission (Hummel& Bek 1995, Vollmer et al. 2004). Interation-driven out-ows an generate polarized emission far away from thegalaxy disks (Fig. 2). Massive irregular galaxies host �eldsof similar strength as spiral galaxies, but with less regu-lar, asymmetri �eld struture. Strongly interating galax-ies like the \Antennae" reveal ompressed magneti �eldswith strong polarized emission (Chy_zy & Bek 2004). Ata redshift of z=3, the Antennae would be unresolved withthe SKA, but still 2% polarized.In onlusion, distant star-forming galaxies are ex-peted to reveal signi�ant polarization, even if they arenot resolved by the telesope beam. Regular spiral �eldstrutures, whih would yield weak polarization at largedistanes, were probably rare in the early Universe. Thismeans that a large number of polarized soures will beavailable for the planned SKA survey of Faraday rotationmeasures (Gaensler et al. 2004).6. Models of magneti �elds in young galaxiesGalati magnetism has probably evolved in subsequentstages: primordial seed �elds or ejetion of seed �elds intothe protogalaxy by AGN jets or early supernova remnants;�eld ampli�ation by ompressing or shearing ows, tur-bulent ows, magneto-rotational instability and dynamos;and �eld ordering by the large-sale dynamo.The strength and struture of galati magneti �eldsan be the result of loal ompression and shear by non-uniform gas ows, whih were espeially important in



Rainer Bek: Magneti �elds in star-forming galaxies at low and high redshiftsyoung galaxies. Otmianowska-Mazur et al. (2002) showedthat the gas ow in a barred galaxy an amplify �eldsand generate spiral strutures with oherene lengths of afew 100 p. However, the total magneti energy and totalmagneti ux of the galaxy annot be inreased, so thatadditional dynamo ation is required.In MHD models of turbulent gas ows in galax-ies driven by supernova explosions (de Avillez &Breitshwerdt 2005) the magneti �eld is sheared andompressed by the ow. The strongest �elds are loatedin the regions of old, dense gas. This agrees well with theinterpretation of the radio{infrared orrelation (Set. 2).The dynamo is the only known model whih is ableto generate oherent magneti �elds of spiral shape andto inrease the magneti ux. The standard \mean-�eld"dynamo builds up large-sale oherent �elds within about109 yr (Bek et al. 1994). Faster ampli�ation of higherdynamo modes an our for the gas ow in a bar potential(Moss et al. 2001), or for gravitational interation with an-other galaxy (Moss 1995). Suh ases were more frequentin early galaxies. A spetrum of dynamo modes an be ex-peted after several 108 yr, to be deteted with the SKA astypial Faraday rotation (RM) patterns. Younger galax-ies, however, should not host large-sale oherent �eldsand hene reveal no large-sale Faraday rotation.The small-sale or utuation dynamo (Bek et al.1994, 1996, Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005) ampli-�es turbulent, inoherent magneti �elds. It does not relyon di�erential rotation and an also work in small galax-ies. The typial timesale is 106{107 yr. Strong turbulentmagneti �elds an be expeted in young galaxies withhigh supernova rates. Compression and shear by turbulentows, interations and ram pressure (Set. 5) an furtheramplify the �eld and generate anisotropi random �elds,observable as polarized radio emission.ReferenesAppleton, P.N., Fadda, D.T., Marleau, F.R., et al. 2004,ApJS, 154, 147de Avillez, M.A., & Breitshwerdt, D. 2005, A&A, 436, 585Bek, R. 2000, Phil. Trans. R. So. Lond. A, 358, 777Bek, R. 2005, in Cosmi Magneti Fields, ed. R. Wielebinski,& R. Bek (Berlin: Springer), p. 41Bek, R. 2006, AN, 327, 512Bek, R., & Hoernes, P. 1996, Nature, 379, 47Bek, R., & Gaensler, B.M. 2004, in Siene with theSquare Kilometer Array, ed. C. Carilli, & S. Rawlings(Amsterdam: Elsevier), New Astronomy Rev., 48, 1289Bek, R., & Krause, M. 2005, AN, 326, 414Bek, R., Poezd, A.D., Shukurov, A., & Sokolo�, D.D. 1994,A&A, 289, 94Bek, R., Brandenburg, A., Moss, D., Shukurov, A., & Sokolo�,D. 1996, ARA&A, 34, 155Bek, R., Ehle, M., Flether, A., et al. 2004, in The Evolutionof Starbursts, ed. S. H�uttemeister, et al., AIP Conf. Pro.,783, p. 216Bek, R., Flether, A., Shukurov, A., et al. 2005, A&A, 444,739Bell, E. F. 2003, ApJ, 586, 794
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